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1. Introduction
The automatic classification of literary genres, especially of novels, has become a research
topic in the last years (Underwood 2014, Jockers 2013). In the following we report on the
results from a series of experiments using features like most frequent words, character
tetragrams and different amounts of topics (lda) for genre classification on a corpus of
German novels. Two problems will be the main focus of this paper and they are both caused
by the same factor: there are only few labeled novels available. So how can experiments be
designed and evaluated reliably in a setting like this. We are especially interested in testing
results for significance to get a better understanding of the reliability of our research. The
scarcity of labeled data is also one of the reasons some researchers segment novels. We
will show that without a test for significance it would be easy to misunderstand our results
and we will also show that using segments of the same novel in the test and the training data
leads to overestimation of the predictive capabilities of the approach.

2. Setting
In the following we will describe our corpus and feature sets. Our corpus consists of 628
German novels mainly from the 19th century obtained from sources like TextGrid Digital
Library1 or Projekt Gutenberg2. Novels have been manually labeled according to their
subgenre after research in literary lexica and handbooks. The corpus contains 221
adventure novels, 57 social novels and 55 educational novels; the rest belongs to a different
or more than one subgenre.
Features are extracted and normalized to a range of [0,1] based on the whole corpus
consisting of 628 novels. We have tested several feature sets beforehand and found
stylometric and topic based to be the most promising (c.f. Hettinger et al. 2015). To
represent stylometric features we employ 3000 most frequent words (mfw3000) and top
1000 character tetragrams (4gram). Topic based features are created using Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) by Blei et al. (2003). In literary texts topics sometimes represent themes,
but more often they represent topoi, often used ways of telling a story or parts of it (see also
Underwood 2012, Rhody 2012). For each novel we derive a topic distribution, i.e. we
calculate how strongly each topic is associated with each novel. We try different topic
numbers and build ten models for each setting to reduce the influence of randomness in
LDA models. We remove a set of predefined stop words as well as Named Entities from the
novels as we have shown before that the removal of Named Entities tends to improve
results.
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3. Evaluation
Classification is done by means of a linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) as we have
already shown in Hettinger et al. (2015) that it works best in this setting (see also Yu 2008).
In each experiment we apply stratified 10fold cross validation to the 333 labeled novels and
report overall accuracy and F1Score (c.f. Jockers 2013). The majority vote (MV) baseline
for our genre distribution yields an accuracy score of 0.66 and F1 score of 0.27 (see fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Cross table for majority vote baseline.

In the cross tables of Figure 1 and 2 each column represents the true class and each row
the predicted genre. Correct assignments are shaded in grey, average accuracy in green
and average F1 score in red.

Fig. 2: Cross table for mfw 3000 as an example for classification results.

Because there are not many labeled novels in the domain of genre classification we
expanded our corpus by splitting every novel into ten equal segments. Features are then
constructed independently for the resulting 3330 novel segments. To test the influence of the
LDA topic parameter 
t
in conjunction with having more LDA documents we evaluate topic
features for 
t
=100, 200, 300, 400, 500 (see figure 3 and 4).

Fig. 3: Accuracy scores for novels and novel segments and different feature sets.

Fig.4: F1 scores for novels and novel segments and different feature sets.

Results show that our evaluation metrics tend to drop if novels are segmented. This could
mean that genre is indeed a label for the whole literary work and not parts of it. On the other
hand many differences are pretty small. Therefore we would like to test if these differences
are statistically significant or if they should be attributed to chance.

4. Tests of statistical significance
When working with literary corpora there are few genre labels available for two reasons.
First, the task of labeling the genre of a novel is strenuous; second, literary studies have
mostly concentrated on a rather small sample, the canonical novels. Another issue is the
creation of a balanced corpus, because for historical reasons the distribution of literary
genres is not uniform and also the process of selecting novels for digitization has made the
situation even more complicated. This generally results in data sets of less than 1000 items
or even less than 100, see for example Jockers (2013) where 106 novels form a corpus or
Hettinger et al. (2015) where we evaluate on only 32 novels.
The problem arising from small corpora is that small differences in results may originate from
chance. This can be investigated by using statistical tests (c.f. Kenny 2013 and Nazar and
Sánchez Pol 2006)
. A standard tool to detect if two data sets are significantly different is
Student’s ttest which we will use in the following to control the results of our experiments.
We use two variations of Student’s ttest with α = 0.05 
:
● the onesample ttest to compare the accuracy of a feature set against the baseline
● the twosample ttest to compare accuracy results for two feature sets
In both cases the data set considered consists of ten accuracy results from tenfold cross
validation and accordingly 100 data points for LDA from its ten models. Due to the small
sample size we drop the assumption of equal variance for the twosample ttest. The results
for the onesample ttests show that every single feature set yields significantly better
accuracy than the baseline (66.4%). We can therefore conclude that feature sets classify
novels not randomly and that they do incorporate helpful genre clues.

Fig.5: Two sided ttest for α = 0.05 on accuracy of genre classification on 333 German novels.

Pvalues for the twosided ttests are reported in Figure 5. As we have used α = 0.05 
as
significance threshold every pvalue smaller than 0.05 is statistically significant (shaded in
grey). From Figure 5 it follows that differences between segmented and notsegmented
novels are 
not 
statistically significant in most cases except for LDA, t
=100. Besides results

do not differ significantly for different topic numbers 
t
=100,200,300, 400,500 apart from
lda100 parts, which performs significantly worse than any other LDA feature.

An important assumption of the twosample ttest is that both samples have to be
independent. This is the case here as each time we do a cross validation we split the data
independently from any other cross validation run. Thus, even if we repeat our experiments
for a number of iterations (see e.g. Hettinger et al. 2015) we still get independent evaluation
scenarios. Therefore we can apply the twosided ttest in our setting to support our claims. In
case of dependency of samples we could instead use paired ttests on accuracy per novel.

5. Novel segmentation
A crucial factor when segmenting novels is how to distribute the segments between test and
training data set. We decided that in our case we have to put all of the ten segments a novel
was divided into either in the test or in the training data set as we want to derive the genre of
a novel not seen before. Another possibility which Jockers (2013) exploited is to distribute
segments randomly between training and test set. In his work “Macroanalysis” Jockers
investigates how function words can be used to research aspects of literary history like
author, genre etc. In the following we want to replicate the part concerning genre prediction
using German novels.
When segments of one novel appear in both test and training data we achieve an accuracy
of 97.5% and F1 score of 95.9%  that is close to perfect (see fig. 6). Such a partitioning of
the novels dramatically overestimates predictive performance on unseen texts. In
comparison, Jockers (2013) achieves an average F1 score of 67% on twelve genre classes.
His results are worse because we are only using three different genres while he is doing a
multiclass classification with 12 classes. But nevertheless 67% probably still overestimates
the real predictive power of this approach, because in our setup using the segments in both,
test and training data, increased F1 by than 17%.

Fig.6: Results for different partitioning strategies.

6. Conclusion
In this work we looked at the methodology and evaluation of genre classification of German
novels and discussed some of the methodical pitfalls of working with data like this. We
discovered that only some of our results turned out to be statistically significant whereas for
example the statement, that stylometric perform better than topicbased features, could not
be fortified. Therefore our opinion is that research findings on small data sets should be
scrutinized especially carefully for example by using statistical tests.
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